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Albert Docks 

By J.W. Carey – November/December 2014 

 

This poem, if you choose to offer it the heavy connotations, and the 

great weight, that accompanies that categorisation, was written 

sporadically over the course of three days. Whilst it is no doubt 

obvious from the content, I went to see an incredible musician and 

writer play in the basement of a seedy bar in Liverpool and ended 

the night in something of a state.  

Thought & Love was written over the course of that night, hurriedly 

typed into my phone’s memo section in pub bathrooms across the 

city, as were most of the other two composing pieces, Gods & Men, 

and Woman & Me.  

These second two were originally supposed to be part of a second 

poem following on from the first but the next day, as I recovered, I 

finished Gods & Men and completed Woman & Me the following 

day, hurriedly scribbling the last few verses down whilst I snatched 

a few moments from my internship, un-paid, of course.  

I prefer writing prose, of course, but I am happy with how this piece 

turned out; I suppose I will need to see more folk musicians and 

spend longer in the basements of smoke-filled bars if I ever want to 

judge myself a ‘Creative Soul’.  

I guess I’ll just have to live with that. 

Thank you for reading. 
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Thought and Love 

 

 

My teeth are tombstones,  

vile slabs of concrete boasting  

curving lines of imperfections,  

forgotten names and dates  

as scarred engravings.  

And Liverpool doesn’t quite glitter 

below, or around, me,  

it engulfs my body, yet leaves  

my thoughts, my eyes; these dried lips  

to float, stagnantly free.  

We started well,  

in a top floor flat like trainspotting,  

whiskey and wine and the ghosts 

of a Friday night yet to be murdered,  

by shivering fingers and their insubstantial plotting.  

My hair clings around my jaw,  

like a shipwreck to a protruding rock,  

and it encompasses my thoughts like a shroud.  

I recognise the cloth of my dull intent,  

as I remember the columned shadows of the Albert Docks.  

The cloth will leave me blind, in the morning,  

but that is a worry for another me.  
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Am I not young, am I not strong despite  

this debilitating weakness which holds,  

inarguable dominance over my physicality?  

Am I not alive?  

So the first round comes from my purse,  

filled by entitlement and charity;  

piss-water and black and cream,  

for this night act as my nurse.  

There are some hideous creatures sat ahead,  

ugly throats emitting the laughter of seagulls,  

and orange dust as acid to their skin.  

What madness it takes to live this way;  

faux-excitement as a rebuke to the lull.  

The apples they use to repulse,  

medical professionals and  

the loves of their lives,  

have been tossed into chemical vats,  

to create the Sourz they clutch in their hands.  

But they are no concern of mine,  

as the cold and the warm fight for domination.  

Guinness numbs me,  

numbs me;  

numbs me to it all for protracted seconds.  

I hear truth at some point,  

and I laugh with the audience,  

I drink, mutter with propaganda,  

promoting, above all, thought and love,  

and the weight of science.  
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And I hug an author,  

whilst the very last chords of his conversation,  

hang in the smoky basement  

of a forgettable barroom  

in this, the heart of a dying nation. 

What would he saw if he knew  

that I wore three pairs of socks?  

To provide pale flesh with the illusion of warmth,  

to make these boots fit,  

whilst haunting the gallery at the Albert Docks.  

If he knew how badly I 

needed to piss would he direct me  

to fluorescent toilets or the alley,  

to the dumpsters, over-flowing with bottles and bodies,  

or to the porcelain holding that meagre sea?  

There will not be sorrow later,  

when the high of this meeting fails,  

and the weight, the great weight,  

of existence and humanity falls  

upon us all and the pleasures of this city pale.  

There will not be sorrow later,  

when sugar boils in my blood  

and conspires to scratch like sand,  

at my organs and ways;  

my lungs torn, my liver gone, my pancreas rotten, sodden 

wood.  

I know I will vomit,  

I gag and I wretch and try to drown myself  
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in myself. My knee is stuck to the floor,  

tacky, gummy, the texture-of dried urine  

like an example of previous rude health.  

I feel that I am lost,  

in translation, if not in sanity.  

The bathroom light cuts out,  

so I shine my phone on my burning cock,  

and I take pleasure in such vanity!  

I piss in silence,  

as much as I am able,  

for I am an evolved creature,  

I know the soundtracks and the connotations,  

and I dream of ancient Babel.  

The lights play across uneven cobbles,  

a gorgeous footing, if an enemy for drunks;  

mountains emerging from an ocean  

of cigarette butts and condom wrappers,  

the refuse of these modern monks.  

Revolutionaries, every one,  

to the point that it is convenient;  

with chequered shirts and  

cultivated beards  

and avoiding the threats of their sentience.  

But every motion is a struggle,  

a crypto-fascist endeavour.  

I think of my author,  

and his accent and his songs,  

and I dream of eternal sound,  
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Forever. 
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Gods and Men 

 

 

I awoke to silence;  

and a pulsating wound where  

I had thought to find my head.  

I opened my eyes and 

suffered a pain I felt unfair.  

This sky was blue,  

not a baby’s colour.  

A fierce blue, portentous,  

and boasting foreign translations  

of a tone ever duller.  

Alternate between staring  

at the shade and my eyelids. 

The occasional change is a pleasure,  

I use to ignore the pressure  

and the pain of my spine, insipid.  

There is a line in my head,  

a half-heard poetry or misheard lyric,  

towards which I grasp, yet never catch;  

it flutters between my fingertips,  

incorporeal, a lie, a spirit.  

I chase it, follow the trail,  

of its sound through my dreams  
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and into inconsistent consciousness.  

Twice, at least, I corner it and try,  

to pin down the words, whispered as screams.  

I go to rise,  

and my efforts result in a groan;  

my throat burns to the sound,  

bleeds to the thought of speech.  

I wish for nothing, but my own.  

For a bed,  

not a broken couch on Lime Street,  

for a gentle slumber,  

not a discount hunt through sleep,  

for an end to cold; and heat.  

I right myself and see,  

a pair of eyes reflected,  

from a black TV screen 

I don’t recall. Purple-framed,  

they look unhealthy, dead, infected.  

My jaw is hidden by a scrap of a beard;  

a stubble, marred with imperfections,  

ginger and brown in tone  

and ruggedly handsome  

only to a blind-mute’s estimation.  

My collar mounts to my chin,  

and curves down to my collar,  

like splintered entities.  

I would trade all the history of England,  

for the romance of a single dollar.  
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I feel a note,  

crackle in my breast pocket,  

against the empty leather;  

a former loves gift,  

which acts as my wallet.  

How can there be hope,  

when a creature such as I,  

is permitted to draw such breath  

on a Saturday morning;  

with blood in my eyes?  

I stand and nearly fall,  

the great distance to the floor,  

is as the divide  

between the percentile  

and the poor.  

The gilt tap splutters,  

into life, life at my command;  

am I Yahweh to hold such power,  

or Rand to believe,  

that such power springs from my hand?  

I drink, and spit it back;  

it gurgles in the gutter.   

Whilst I try to close my mind,  

and listen,  

to the sound of forgotten stutters.  

To a child on a stage,  

in a white robe, homemade;  

to hear him pray to some  
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monolithic creature  

with broken lips demanding that I be amazed.  

There can be no God,  

my conscience exclaims  

so long as I can drink  

and vomit and sleep  

in such places without the shadows of shame.  

Good and Evil,  

are the result of imagination.  

The human right is a dead thing,  

a fiction,  

product of unholy creation.  
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Women and Me 

 

 

Another corpse  

avoiding the rigours of public transport  

by practicing the last of the honest arts.  

I swing my legs widely, but clip my tread  

like I was always taught.  

I cannot blend,  

with the fresh-faced if distant horde;  

they avoid me til’ I am left travelling  

with others like me.  

To them, dare I call myself a lord?  

They seem to follow my every step,  

with ill-timed precision.  

Am I a prophet to them, a surgeon or a Christ 

to inspire such motive loyalty  

as that which guides this horde’s decision?  

And I waste myself at dawn  

through these cobbled, narrow streets which  

hint at alleyways over the arteries of trade,  

the private boudoirs of vermin and me,  

foul creatures who could copulate in such a ditch.  

But what is morality  

when faced with crippling solitude;  
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solitude I have long since mastered  

until I feel more alone in conversation  

and any company demands a bastardised fortitude.  

And what hope has morality to boast,  

against the influence of women!  

What subsequent logic does she malign,  

and reduces argument to ash with a contraction and an 

adjective;  

explain to me the madness of my living!  

Naturally, her mind is sharper than mine  

though I apply mine to the whetstone  

whilst she blunts herself on useless endeavours  

she has designed, to occupy her time,  

to stop her, too, from realising how she is alone.  

I knock a man over and he has her face,  

and I apologise directly to her breast;  

he swears at me  

in guttural, gutter scouse.  

Does he fear, I wonder, to leave the nest?  

When I offer him my hand,  

the fingernails I see are hers!  

He doesn’t thank me  

and I don’t expect him to;  

If ever I’ve touched one; a mangy cur.  

He walks away and I try  

to ignore her swaying hips.  

His jeans cling, tightly to his bones,  

like a summer dress billows out;  
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she raises hot chocolate to her lips,  

and sips.  

I try to shake her out,  

evict her from the recession in my head.  

I don’t want to, but I do;  

I’m afraid that I could succeed  

as she succeeded in my eviction from her bed. 

What creature would I be,  

I wonder; without such a human to inspire  

me. The Modern Man; the Homo Lentus,  

living my apathy instead of my life,  

before I age, and sag, and tire?  

I delivered my youth;  

a transaction decided on the night before.  

I struggle to rhyme and walk in tune,  

in a crowd of her features.  

How much easier; life; had I found a whore!  

A whore to release inhibition,  

oh, if only I could!  

Oh, Narcissus’ vignette  

free through indoctrination;  

each of us as slaves to such wood!  

All a waste; the waters  

whisper that I waste my time!  

Why, they ask, do I waste in foreign cities close to mine,  

mourning a living lover, and a dead love,  

through the methodology of such barbarous rhyme? 
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Still, I hear distant traffic,  

and these waves against forgotten stones.  

The last of my whiskey and my wine,  

simmers besides my processed meats.  

A meal of modern a Christ, so close to home!  

Home! Home, my feet complain!  

They raise their voice in petulant demand  

as though I had the authority  

to command the motions of my body,  

like I were some waxy sorcerer, waving my hands!  

I could walk this city for days,  

haunt ancient streets where Mariners fought,  

find the bars frequented by Gods  

and men; searching,  

searching for something sold and bought.  

But no!  

There must be more money,  

to guide these wakeful footsteps home?  

There must be pounds and pence and dollars,  

to grease the wheels, like bread needs honey!  

Madness, madness it all;  

the words these waters cry.  

Your dreams are nothing,  

ash on the seafloor,  

in the ocean penned by your widow’s cry. 

But Peace, and Freedom; Equality?  

Lies, notions of crypt-keepers fumbling at rusty locks.  

We forget that we are animals,  
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meat and bone, electricity and hunger;  

consuming ourselves in our own silhouettes, 

wasting away the Albert Docks.  

 


